M o ntII e r( n c e c A r t 9 3 9 4 3 i a t o n This report contains software for the solution of systems of ordinary differential *equations on an INTEL iPSC/2 hypercube. A diskette is available upon request from the second author.
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Software for the Parallel Solution of Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations
1.
Introduction
In this report we supply software for the numerical solution of systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) on an INTEL iPSC/2 hypercube. The first program can only be used to solve linear initial or boundary value systems of ODEs and based on an algorithm developed by Katti and Neta (1989) and improved by . The second program is based on polynomial extrapolation and Gragg's scheme and is useful for nonlinear ODEs as well. This algorithm is described in Lustman, Neta and Gragg (1991).
Linear Systems
In this section we give the software for the solution of linear systems of ODEs:
The algorithm used was developed by Katti and Neta (1989) and improved by . The host and node program are given. The subroutines sa, sf and putex give the matrix A, the right hand side of (1) and the exact solution (for debugging purposes) respectively. An example of input and output corresponding to these subroutines are attached. (nmax=100) parameter (ndim=3,nout=1) parameter(maxnp=8) parameter (nin=nmax*maxnp+ndim+10) parameter (intype=10,outype=20,inlen = 4*nin # ,cubdimax=3,ymtype=300,ymdim=ndim*(ndim+l) parameter (ymlen=4+ymdim*4 # ,outlen=4*nout,allnodes= -1 8ei.e cdebug dirmesin (ndim),go~zo~ndim) e cdebug dimension v(nd),ndm cdebug real log cdebug ex=exp(x) cdebug log=alog (x) cdebug a= (g (1) -1) *ei cdebug b=(g(2)-e)*ei cdebug c=(g(3)-ei)*ei cdebug v(l)=ex*(a+log*(b+C/2*l0g) )+1 cdebug v(2)=ex*(b+c*10g)+ex cdebug v(3)=ex*c+1/ex cdebug return cdebug end 
3.
Nonlinear Systems
The algorithm used is based on Gragg's Method (1964 ,1965 and polynomial extrapolation as described by Lustman, Neta and Gragg (1991) . One can solve (2) Y' W f (X) y(a) =y where y and f are vector valued functions and ya is a vector of initial values.
The host and node programs are supplied along with exa.f file containing subroutines for the evaluation of the exact solution (putex) and the right hand side (rhs) of (2). The make file to compile and link these programs is given at the end followed by an example of input and output files for the given putex and rhs. implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) parameter (lenyO=20, nptmax=100) parameter (maxproc=8,iv=5) parameter (iii=5, jdata=iii+lenyo+nptmax*lenyO) parameter (initype=1000, inilen=4 *(iv+lenyo)
,,ds=lidhost=2, .ne. npt=',npt stop endif do 6 j=O,npt do 6 i=i,leny 1=1+1 data (1) ********* ** ********** ***** ****** ****** **** 
